
Savvy English Katarzyna Grodzka 

Kang Lee – Can you really tell if the kid is lying? 

BEFORE WATCHING Read the text and mark all the words and expressions about lying: 

Everybody lies. Even though we mostly claim to be honest, I bet that there is no person on earth who has never told a lie, made an excuse 

on the spot to avoid problems or peeked when they were not supposed to. It is thought that sometimes it’s better not to tell the whole truth 

or not to confess everything so that we don’t hurt the other person. So you might ask: what does it take to be a good liar? What is 

the difference between a sophisticated liar and a poor liar? Well, some people find it fairly easy to tell a convincing lie without being caught, 

even by a lie decector. Do you wonder how they do it? You’ll about to find out soon  

 

Use the marked words to complete the crossword. Make sure that you understand all of them – they’ll be useful later  
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WHILE OR AFTER WATCHING Answer the questions: 

1. What’s the story of Mr. Richard Messina? Do you know any similar stories about children telling lies? 

o Mr. Messina is an elementary school principal. One day he got a phone call and the caller said „Mr. Messina, my son 

Johnny will not come to school today because he is sick”. When he asked „Who am I speaking to?”, the caller replied 

„I am my father”. 

o Students’ own answers. 

2. What are the three common beliefs about children who are lying? 

o 1. Children start to lie when they enter elementary school. 

2. Children are poor at telling lies. 

3. If children lie at a very young age, it means that there must be something wrong with them. 

3. Which experiment did Kang Lee and his team do with the children?  

o They asked children to guess the number on the card and promised a big prize for those who would guess right. 

In the middle of the experiment, the adult left the room, which means that the child had a chance to peek. 

4. What was the result? How did it differ depending on children’s age? 

o Most children peeked. 
o two-year-old children – 30% lie 

three-year-old children – 50% lie 
four-year-old children – over 80% lie 
older children – most of them lie 
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5. What are the „key ingredients” you must remember about when you want to be a good liar? 

o mind-reading ability – to know what’s the other person’s knowledge about the situation 

o self-control – to be able to control your speech, facial expressions and body language 

6. Why is it a good sign that your child is lying? 

o It means that the child possesses these two abilities and is able to function well in the society 

7. Did you make a right guess about the two children? 

o Students’ own answers. 

8. Many adults answered the above question. Who were they? What were the results? Were they surprising? 

o undergraduates and law students (who basically have little contact with children, so theoretically are supposed to guess 

wrong) 

o social workers and child protection lawyers (who deal with children on a daily basis, so are supposed to guess right) 

o judges, customs officers and police officers (who are supposed to detect a lie because it’s what their job is about) 

o other parents (who theoretically should make a right guess, because they have contect with children every day) 

o own parents (who are supposed to guess correctly, because they know their children very well) 

All the results were similar and they amounted to about 50%, which was the chance level) 

9. What’s the theory about the hidden emotions? 

o It’s usually impossible to say if somebody is lying, because their face is neutral. But behind these neutral expressions, 

children experience a variety of emotions. These invisible emotions might include fear, guilt, shame and satisfaction.  

o Kang Lee’s team have developed a new technology called „transdermal optical imaging”. This technology can detect 

people’s facial emotions by checking the network of facial blood vessels. This way they can reveal the hidden emotions 

associated with lying. 

10. How can this theory be used in practice? 
o Education – to see which children experience anxiety 
o Health care – to monitor the heart rate, stress level, mood and pain level 
o Politics, marketing, social interactions – to detect politicians’ emotions 

 

AFTER WATCHING Below you can see a few sentences about telling the truth, telling lies and being fooled. Do you know what 

they mean? In which situations can we use them? 

 

 Liar liar pants on fire. – it’s a playground song about lying 

 A lie has no legs. – the truth will always come out, sooner or later the truth will be revealed 

 I swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. – that’s what we say at court before we make a testimony 

 Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me. – after somebody fools you, you should learn from your mistakes 

and be cautious and not make the same mistake 

 A little white lie never hurts anybody. – it should be allowed to tell little lies that do no harm to anyone 

 

AFTER WATCHING Read the questions. What would you do in these situations? 

1. You’re in a supermarket and at the checkout you are given too much change. What do you do? Do you tell the truth? 

2. You’ve got to write a paper for school. You don’t feel like it because the topic doesn’t seem very interesting. A friend of a friend offers to write 

the essay for you for a small amount of money. Do you agree? 

3. You are having an exam tomorrow. You haven’t studied much and you know that the teacher is not very strict. Do you try to use a crib? 

4. You didn’t do your homework because you just didn’t feel like it. What do you do? Do you tell the truth? 

5. You want to take a bus but you don’t have a chance to buy a ticket. Do you take the bus anyway, without paying? 

6. You’re in the street and you meet an old friend of yours. After a short chit chat, she says she needs to hurry, but suggests meeting later this 

week. You don’t feel like it. Do you agree anyway? 

7. Your eight-year-old nephew still believes that Santa Claus exists. Do you tell him the truth? 

8. It’s your birthday and your mum gives you a sweater that doesn’t suit you at all. How do you react?What do you tell her?  

9. Your friend has just come from the hairdresser’s and her new haistyle is not great. How do you react?What do you tell her?  

10. You want to cross the street. There’s a red light, but no car seems to be approaching. Do you cross the street or do you wait for the green light?  

 

 

to Quizlet for more practice: https://quizlet.com/_51z89j 


